ABT. 101]
LAPLACE'S THEOREM.
49
Ex. If the point P is internal and the body is homogeneous and of density p, prove that the left-hand side of Jellett's equation should be increased by the constant 47rp02-*. [See Arts. 80, 105.]
97.   "When the attracting body is a heterogeneous spherical surface we find that
where a is the radius and r the distance of the point P from the centre. This result holds whether P is external or internal.
We have VK=—r ]-—•> u*=a2+r*-2apr, where da- is an element of area at Q,
K-lJyK-l
u = QP and p=cosQOP. To obtain the result, substitute this value of VK on the right-hand side and eliminate p.
This theorem may be used to find the potential of a circular ring or of any curve which can be drawn on a sphere.
98. When the attracting body is a lamina of finite extent, not necessarily homogeneous, and the potentials at points in the plane of the lamina only are required, the formula takes either of the forms
When the potential of the lamina is required at a point P not in its plane, we notice that the component of force at P normal to the plane due to any particle m of the attracting plane is - mzJrK+1 where r is the distance of m from P. Summing
up for all the particles we find VK+$~------=- -~.    [James Boberts,  Quarterly
/c-j~ 1 zdz
Journal, 1881.]
99.    The potential VK of a body when the laio of force is the inverse Ktli power cannot be constant throughout any finite space unoccupied by matter unless the law of force is the inverse square.   It is assumed that all the m's have the same sign, that is every particle must attract or every particle must repel.   For if JrK=Q, we have by Jellett's theorem either FK4.2=0 or /c=2.    But VK^ is by definition the sum of a
*" number of terms all of which have the same sign, and therefore cannot vanish. In the same way the potential of a lamina cannot be constant throughout any finite area in, its plane unless the law of force is the inverse distance.
100.    Another important theorem should be noticed.   If we transform the coordinates from one system of rectangular Cartesian axes x, y, z
to another x', y', z1 according to the scheme in the margin, it is well known that                      ,^
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Thus x, ?/, z and d/dx, d/dy, d/dz are transformed by the same rules.    It immediately follows that since
d?V_    &V_    ^!T==^Z'    &Z.    ^Z dx'2 + df     dz*~ dx"2 + dy"2- + dz'2 ' ^his is an analytical proof of the invariant property of Laplace's equation.
The
resuit follows more simply from Poisson's theorem (Art. 105), for each side of the equation is there proved to be equal to - 4irp.
1O1.   Potential at an internal point.    The potential at a point P of any particles situated at the points Alt A2, &c. has already been defined in Art. 39 R. s.   II.                                                                                          4

